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Abstract
In this report, we evaluate testing strategies for various coverage metrics used in
Model-Based Testing (MBT). This work was done during a short internship at
Axini, a Dutch company that is specialized in Model-Based Testing (MBT). MBT
aims to automate the testing process by automatically generating test cases from
a formal model that describes the specification of some system under test (SUT).
We will see how we can represent such a model as a labeled transition system (LTS)
and as a symbolic transition system (STS). We discuss the testing strategies that
are used by Axini to derive test cases from such an STS. These testing strategies
underlie Axini’s main MBT product: the Axini Modeling Platform (AMP). In
AMP, users can write formal models and choose one of the testing strategies to
generate test cases from the models to test them against the SUT.
We discuss different coverage metrics on STSs that drive the different testing
strategies. Axini’s current strategies aim to cover all transitions in the STS, but
some literature suggests that transition pair coverage is a better metric to find
errors in implementations. Our main contributions are two new testing strategies
that aim to optimize this metric. We compare the new strategies to Axini’s
current strategies and show that the new strategies cover more transition pairs
than the current strategies in the same number of steps. It does come at a cost
of being less efficient in covering all transitions than Axini’s current strategies.
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Introduction

This report concerns the findings and results of an industrial internship at Axini. Axini
is a Dutch company that is specialized in Model-Based Testing (MBT). The need for
MBT emerges from the fact that around 30 − 50% of total software development costs
goes into manual software testing, which is error-prone and time-consuming as it has
no effective automation [9]. MBT proves useful as its goal is to automatically generate
test cases (and data for those test cases) from a model that formally describes the
specification of the system we want to test, thereby decreasing the development costs.
We call the implementation of this system the system under test (SUT). With the
generated test cases, we can verify whether the SUT indeed conforms to the model
(according to the ioco testing theory that we discuss in Section 2.1). The aim of this
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internship is to understand and contribute to algorithms that generate test cases from
a model. These algorithms are called testing strategies.
Theory overview
We will informally describe some definitions that we need before we can state the research question of this internship. All these definitions will be formalized in Section 2.
We will define two ways to describe a model of a SUT’s specification. First, we will
represent the model as a Labeled Transition System (LTS). An LTS consists of a (countable) set of states that represent the states the system can be in, and a set of labeled
transitions that represent how the system moves from one state to another. The label
on a transition represents the action that initiates this transition.
We will see that LTSs are limited due to their lack of abstraction. Suppose we want
to model a vending machine that accepts a single coin from three different types of coins.
We would need three different transitions to model the input of each coin type, and we
would need three resulting states representing the new state of the vending machine
after accepting one of the coins. The problem gets worse when working with larger
domains; say we want to model a system that accepts any integer n > 0 as input. With
LTSs, we would need infinitely many transitions (and infinitely many target states for
each transition) to model each possible n in this range. In literature, this phenomenon
is called state space explosion [3]. To mitigate this, we will introduce a second way
to represent a model, namely as a Symbolic Transition System (STS). An STS is an
extension of an LTS, where instead of labeled transitions we have transitions that are
annotated with label parameters that are local to the transition, state variables that are
global to the model, constraints which are logical formulas that have to be true in the
current state to enable the transition (e.g., n > 0), and updates that allow the value of
state variables to be changed. This extension allows us to model infinite data domains
without needing infinitely many transitions or states.
Test cases are then generated from paths in the STS. The paths that we choose
and the test cases that we generate from those paths all depend on our testing strategy.
The testing strategy is an algorithm that gets an STS model as input and outputs test
cases based on traces in the STS. Its performance is evaluated with respect to a specific
coverage metric (e.g., we want a testing strategy that generates test cases that cover all
states, all transitions, or all paths in the STS). If we choose a coverage metric first, we
can then design a testing strategy that aims to optimize this metric. We study which
testing strategies are currently being employed by Axini and which coverage metrics
are being optimized by them. To this end, we will first formally define STSs and the
theory behind test generation from STSs. We will also study coverage metrics on STSs
and design new strategies for a metric that is not thoroughly covered by Axini’s current
strategies, namely the transition pair coverage metric.
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Industrial and academic context
One of Axini’s main products is the Axini Modeling Platform (AMP), where users can
build models and test them against SUTs. Users select a testing strategy from a list
of strategies that have been developed and are available under the hood. Therefore,
studying testing strategies and implementing a new one embeds nicely in AMP.
This report serves as a small survey of testing strategies and the different coverage
metrics that have been studied in the context of STSs. Note that the question on what
coverage metric is best for finding errors in specifications and implementations has not
been solved academically. The main contribution of this report is a new testing strategy
that aims to optimize the transition pair coverage, which, according to literature [2, 8],
is a better metric for finding errors than the transition coverage metric that direct
Axini’s current strategies. We discuss the details of coverage metrics in Section 2.3,
and we discuss our new testing strategies in Section 3.2. We are now equipped with
the theory overview and the terminology needed to state our research questions.
Research questions
Our main research question is: How can we improve test generation from STS models
(in the context of Axini)? To answer this question, we will answer the following subquestions:
• What coverage metrics have been studied to decide on testing strategies?
• Which testing strategies does Axini currently employ and on what coverage metric
are their strategies based?
• Which coverage metric should be the focus of our new testing strategy?
Our goal is to design a new practical and valuable testing strategy that is efficient
enough to be used in practice inside Axini (practical), and that is driven by a coverage
metric that provides good fault-detection for non-conforming STSs (valuable).
Report outline
In Section 2 we go over the theory of LTSs, STSs, test case generation from STSs,
and coverage metrics for STSs. Then, in Section 3 we discuss Axini’s current testing
strategies, and we introduce our new testing strategy. We evaluate the performance of
our new testing strategy in Section 4 by applying our strategies and Axini’s strategies to
a set of dummy models. After that, we discuss our process and future work in Section 5.
Then, we reflect on the relation between university and industry in Appendix A, after
which we conclude in Section 6.
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Background theory

In this section, we formally introduce Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs) and Symbolic
Transition Systems (STSs), which can be used to represent models of the specification
of a system under test (SUT). We mention the relation between STSs and generated
test cases and we discuss different coverage metrics on STSs that we can use to measure
how well a test suite covers the STS. We focus on the transition pair metric that serves
as the basis of our own testing strategies, which we introduce in Section 3.2.

2.1

Labeled Transition Systems

In this subsection, we will discuss one of the ways to represent a model of a system
under test (SUT), namely the Labeled Transition System (LTS). This subsection closely
follows the work of Tretmans [9].
Definition 2.1. A labeled transition system (LTS) with inputs and outputs is a 5-tuple
hQ, q0 , Li , Lu , T i, where
• Q is a countable, non-empty set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state.
• Li is a countable, non-empty set of input labels, Lu is a countable, non-empty set
of output labels such that Li ∩ Lu = ∅. Outputs represent actions initiated by
the system, whereas inputs represent actions initiated by the environment (which
is AMP in our case). Inputs are usually decorated with ‘?’, whereas outputs are
decorated with ‘!’. We write L = Li ∪ Lu . Thus, L is a countable, non-empty set
of labels.
• T ⊆ Q × (L ∪ {τ }) × Q, with τ 6∈ L, is the transition relation.
The states in Q represent the system states, and the transitions in L represent the
observable actions that the system can perform. In other words, they model how the
system interacts with its environment. We denote internal (unobservable) actions by
the label τ 6∈ L. The states are also unobservable for the environment.
Note that, because of non-determinism, it is possible that the system performs the
same sequence of actions, but ends up in another state. For this reason, we use the
word may when speaking about the system transitioning from one state to another.
Definition 2.2. To define the concept of a test case, we first define the concept of a
trace (which for our purposes will be synonymous with test case; see Section 2.3).
µ

• We write q →
− q 0 if (q, µ, q 0 ) ∈ T , that is if the system may perform action µ when
in state q to go to state q 0 .
µ·µ0

µ

µ0

• We write q −−→ q 00 for q →
− q0 −
→ q 00 .
• We write L∗ for the set of all finite sequences over L, with ε denoting the empty
sequence.
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µ1 ·τ ·τ ·µ2 ·µ3 ·τ ·µ4

µ1 ·µ2 ·µ3 ·µ4

• If q −−−−−−−−−→ q 0 , we write q ======⇒ q 0 for the τ -abstracted sequence of
observable actions. We say that q is able to perform trace µ1 · µ2 · µ3 · µ4 ∈ L∗
and it may end in state q 0 .
An example of an LTS is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An LTS representing a door that can be opened automatically with a press of
a button. State 0 represents a closed door waiting for a button press. After the button
is pressed, the system will first respond with opening the door, then closing the door
again, after which it can accept a new button press.
The ioco testing theory
We are now equipped with sufficient theory to describe when an implementation conforms to a specification1 . There are several choices of conformance relations; we use
the ioco (input-output conformance) testing theory, which underlies AMP. According
to ioco, a SUT conforms to a specification if, given any trace in the specification, the
possible outputs for that trace in the SUT is a subset of the possible outputs for that
trace in the specification [10]. That is, the specification (over)predicts the responses
of the SUT. If the SUT gives a response that is not expected by the model, then that
trace (or test case) is a fail.
1

Implementation and SUT are synonyms, we use these words interchangeably. Specification and
model are also synonyms.
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We can now also see why LTSs lack the required level of abstraction to model
complex systems. Suppose we want to write a model for a simple calculator. From
the beginning, there are already (at least) 10 possible input actions (namely, pressing a
digit between 0 and 9). This means that we already need 10 different transitions from
the initial state to new states. Then, for each new state, we can enter more digits,
or press an operation button (addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division). Each
action again results in more transitions and more states. We can see that for this simple
calculator the number of states and transitions already grows very rapidly. This shows
that for more complex systems that are used in practice, it is not feasible to work with
LTSs. Instead of 10 transitions from the initial state of the calculator, we would like to
have a single transitions representing the input of any digit. To this end, we will define
symbolic transition systems to introduce this higher level of abstraction.

2.2

Symbolic Transition Systems

In this subsection, we define symbolic transition systems (STSs). An STS is an extension
of an LTS with an explicit notion of data and data-dependent control flow. This is
achieved by adding state variables, label parameters, constraints, and update mappings.
Definition 2.3. A symbolic transition system (STS) is a 7-tuple hQ, q0 , L, V, ι, P, T i,
where
• Q is a countable, non-empty set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state.
• L = Li ∪ Lu is a countable, non-empty set of input and output labels. We also
have the special label τ that represents an unobservable transition (analogous to
the labels in an LTS).
• V is a countable set of state variables. State variables are global objects that store
data, and they can be used in the constraints and updates of any transition in the
STS (see bullets below). Their initial values are defined by ι, which is a function
that maps state variables to data values.
• P is a countable set of label parameters, such that P ∩ V = ∅. Label parameters
are local to the transition that uses them. In visualizations by Axini, they are
distinguished from state variables by prefixing their names with an underscore
(e.g., ‘ coin’).
• cons(V, P) is a set of constraints (i.e., logical formulas) over V and P. A constraint
ϕ ∈ cons(V, P) must evaluate to true for this transition to be enabled (e.g., x > 0
is a constraint that says that the transition can only be taken if x > 0).
• upd(V, P) is a set of assignments that update a state variable by an expression
that depends on state variables and label parameters. This assignment is executed
when the transition is taken (e.g., the assignment x = 0 updates the state variable
x to 0 when the transition is taken).
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• T ⊆ Q × (L ∪ {τ }) × cons(V, P) × upd(V, P) × Q is the transition relation, where
(q, λ, ϕ, ρ, q 0 ) ∈ T if there is a transition from state q ∈ Q to state q 0 ∈ Q with label
λ ∈ L, with constraint ϕ ∈ cons(V, P), and with update mapping ρ ∈ upd(V, P).
An example of an STS is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: An STS representing a coffee machine that accepts coins and only dispenses
coffee when the money entered amounts to 40 cents or more. This example is taken
from Ghaffari [5]. Here, money is a state variable, coin is a label parameter, and we
have an unobservable transition from state 2 to state 0.
We will now discuss how we can generate test cases from an STS, and what the
role of a testing strategy is in this field. We will discuss different coverage metrics to
base testing strategies on, and we will discuss the strategies that are currently being
employed by Axini and that underlie the Axini Modeling Platform (AMP).

2.3

Generating test cases from a symbolic transition system

The basic idea of model-based testing (under ioco testing theory with STSs as models)
is that we can generate test cases from traces in the STS. For our purposes — namely
testing strategies that decide on-the-fly which transition in the STS should be taken
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next; essentially doing test generation and test execution at the same time — it suffices
to define a test case as a trace in the STS2 and a test suite as a set of test cases.
To verify input-output conformance (ioco), we would ideally look at each trace in
the STS and check the possible outputs after observing that trace in the SUT. If all
those outputs are also possible after observing that trace in the model, then the SUT
conforms to the model. If, however, the SUT gives a response that is not predicted by
the model, then this trace (test case) results in a fail.
Since there can easily be infinitely many traces in an STS,3 we are forced to select
a subset of all traces when constructing our test suite. Additionally, traces can be
infinitely long, and we could choose to test each trace an infinite number of times.
The difficulty lies in selecting a representative subset that contains failing test cases
for non-conforming SUTs and that provides us with enough confidence that the SUT
is conforming if all test cases pass. Our testing strategy describes which subset of
the traces to use as test cases in our test suite. In other words, a testing strategy is
an algorithm that selects test cases from the set of all possible traces of an STS, by
choosing traces that optimize some coverage metric. In the next subsection, we will
discuss coverage metrics in more detail.

2.4

Coverage metrics for symbolic transition systems

A testing strategy can be driven by various motives. We can, for example, choose a
subset of the traces that covers all transitions in the STS (and consequently also all
states), but we can also choose to select a subset that covers all traces in a bounded
version of our STS (e.g., by cutting our STS at a certain depth). Each motive will
result in a different subset of traces (test cases). We call such motives coverage metrics.
In this subsection, we discuss some of the coverage metrics that have been studied
in literature on model-based testing with STSs, under the ioco testing theory. We will
dive into literature that studied to what extent the different coverage metrics increase
the chance of finding faults in specifications and implementations. We also study how
well testing strategies perform that are based on these metrics. Based on this, we will
choose a coverage metric and design a testing strategy that provably performs well on
that metric.
Note that a lot of work has been done in data coverage strategies, where the aim is
to cover as much data as possible, resulting in test cases that cover transitions multiple
times with different values for the state variables and label parameters, see for example
one of the master theses done at Axini [7]. However, due to time constraints we abstract
from data in this internship. There are many papers that studied coverage metrics
[1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. We will discuss some of the common metrics that are present in
2

Formally, test cases are defined as special LTSs with a tree-like structure and either pass or fail
as leafs [3]. This definition is needed for offline testing strategies, as these have to deal with possible
non-determinism of the SUT.
3
A single state with a self-loop produces infinitely many traces: we can traverse the loop any n
number of times. For each n, we have a different trace.
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most of this literature. For an elaborate hierarchy of coverage metrics and a partial
ordering on them, we refer to [8, Figure 3 in Section 3.3].
Bos and Tretmans developed a testing strategy that optimizes the transition coverage metric (they call it the model-coverage or switch-coverage metric) [1]. Their
algorithm generates test cases that aim to reach all transitions of the model. This is
the coverage metric that Axini’s current strategies are based on.
Frantzen et al. describe three coverage metrics [4], one of which is the same transition
coverage that is discussed by Bos and Tretmans [1]. First, we have full semantic state
coverage, where test cases are generated that aim to reach all possible combinations
of states and values of state variables and label parameters. They conclude that this
metric is not feasible, as there are too many of these combinations. Therefore, we will
not use this metric in our new testing strategy. Note that this metric is not comparable
to transition coverage, as transition coverage does not take data values into account.
We might not need all transitions to achieve full semantic state coverage, as there
may be two transition between two state, where only one suffices to cover both states.
Similarly, covering all transitions results in covering each state once, but we may have
some state that we covered with a related state variable equal to some n, while we have
not covered the same state with the state variable equal to some m 6= n. In such a case,
we have not achieved full semantic state coverage.
Secondly, they describe symbolic state coverage, where the aim is to reach each
symbolic state (i.e., independent of values of state variables and label parameters).
Note that if all transitions are covered, then also all symbolic states are covered (but
not the other way around). Hence, this metric is already (implicitly) covered by Axini’s
current strategies.
For a master’s thesis at Axini [5], Ghaffari developed a testing strategy that optimizes the trace coverage metric. That is, his algorithm bounds the model to a certain
depth and generates test cases that aim to contain all traces of the bounded model.
His results show that the algorithm struggles when the depth becomes too large (larger
than 5). For this practical reason, this strategy is not used in practice by Axini. We
also will not try to improve this algorithm in this report, as that is a task that will
require more time and effort than possible in the time-frame of this internship. Note
that with full depth, full trace coverage implies full transition coverage (and thus also
full symbolic state coverage).
Hemmati studied code coverage metrics [6] that could be translated to the context
of STSs. According to Hemmati, combining different code coverage metrics is the best
option for detecting faults, but individually the def-use pair coverage performs best.
In the context of code, this metric examines whether a use of a variable has been
properly tested with respect to its different possible definition points. For STSs, this
would translate to covering all pairs of transitions where the first transition contains
an assignment of a state variable that is used in the constraint of the second transition.
Although this is a good candidate for a new testing strategy, we decided to use the
transition pair coverage metric that is simpler to implement in Axini’s codebase,
and that, according to Briand et al. [2] and Moraes et al. [8], is very good at detecting
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faults.
With transition pair coverage, the aim is to cover all adjacent transitions. That
is, for each state all pairs of incoming and outgoing transitions should be covered. A
clarifying example is shown in Figure 3. Note that if all transition pairs are covered,
then also all transitions are covered.

Figure 3: In this STS, the transition pairs are (?1, ?3), (?1, ?4), (?2, ?3), and (?2, ?4).
Briand et al. compared transition pair coverage with three other coverage metrics [2],
one of which is transition coverage that Axini currently uses for their strategies. They
conducted experiments where they generate test cases from models, and test it against
a SUT that intentionally contains faults. For each metric, they randomly create a large
set of test cases and ensure that the metric is covered fully by these test cases. With
these test cases, they then measure how many of the intentional faults are found. They
find that transition pair coverage offers a very strong guarantee that nearly all faults
are detected, but it has approximately 3 to 5 times the cost of achieving full transition
coverage (as much more test cases are needed to cover all pairs of transitions). On the
other hand, they find that with full transition coverage it is very unlikely that most
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faults will be detected. Therefore, the extra cost of covering transition pairs seems
to be worth it, as we can detect more faults in that fashion. Note that they did not
implement a testing strategy that optimizes transition pair coverage; going from the
coverage metric to a testing strategy is the main contribution of this report.
Moraes et al. conducted a similar experiment and also concluded that the transition
pair coverage metric offers the best balance between performance costs and the level of
fault detection [8]. They suggest practitioners to start with this metric, as it was able
to cover more faults than the transition coverage metric. Note that they also did not
implement a testing strategy for this metric.
In conclusion, improving the transition pair coverage criterion seems to be a good
improvement for Axini.

3

Testing strategies

In this section, we discuss Axini’s current testing strategies (which are all driven by
the transition coverage metric), and we introduce new testing strategies that are driven
by the transition pair coverage metric. All strategies that we discuss here are online
strategies. That is, the next transition to take in the test case is decided while executing
the test case. That means that our strategies get as input a list of possible transitions
to take from the current state (and access to the STS), and they output one of the
possible transitions to take next. The algorithm also has access to an annotation of
the STS that contains information on how many times each transition (pair) has been
covered.

3.1

Axini’s current testing strategies

We discuss the three testing strategies that Axini currently employs. We analyze their
performance and the extent to which they cover transition coverage and transition pair
coverage in Section 4. We name our strategies after the coverage metric that they are
designed for, we also include local or global in the name, indicating that the strategy
only considers the next transitions or also looks at longer paths throughout the model
respectively.
Random transition strategy
The random transition strategy is the simplest testing strategy of the three. It is also
worst-performing in the sense that it does not cover all transitions well in complex
models. Given all possible (i.e., enabled) transitions from the current state, pick one
transition at random. We show pseudocode for this strategy in Algorithm 1 to help
the understanding of pseudocode for the more sophisticated strategies in Section 3.2.
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Algorithm 1: Random transition testing strategy
Input: A list of enabled transitions that the test run can take next.
Output: The next transition that the test run will take.
1 Function chooseNextTransition(enabledTransitions):
2
nextTransition ← random element from enabledTransitions
3
return nextTransition
4 end
Local transition coverage strategy
The local transition coverage strategy is slightly more sophisticated than the random
strategy. It checks (using the STS annotation) whether there are uncovered transitions
among the enabled transitions. If there are such transitions, the strategy selects one of
them at random. Otherwise, it chooses a transition at random.
Global transition coverage strategy
The global transition coverage strategy is Axini’s best strategy at moment of writing (in
terms of covering all transitions efficiently in STSs). Like the local transition coverage,
it tries to find uncovered transitions. When all the enabled transitions are covered
already, the local strategy chooses a random transition, whereas the global strategy
considers the possible paths after the next transitions and checks whether an uncovered
transition is found further down the road. It keeps expanding paths and looking deeper
into the STS until a configurable timeout is hit (after which a random transition is
chosen), or until a path is found that ends in an uncovered transition. The strategy
then follows the transitions on this path (as long as it is possible; recall that nondeterminism is possible in STSs). It keeps repeating this process until all transitions
have been covered. It also contains some checks to ensure the test cases do not get
stuck in a loop.

3.2

New testing strategies

As discussed above, the main contribution of this report is a new testing strategy that
is driven by the transition pair coverage metric (we will see in Section 4 that Axini’s
current strategies are not fully able to cover all transition pairs). We developed three
new testing strategies that are adaptations of the local and global transition coverage
strategies. We discuss one local transition pair coverage strategy and two variants of a
global transition pair coverage strategy (we will see in Section 4 that both variants are
very similar in performance).
To implement our new strategies, we first needed to modify Axini’s STS annotation
class to also measure transition pair coverage in addition to transition coverage. To this
end, we implemented a function that generates all transition pairs from an STS. We do
this by iterating over all states and taking the set product of all incoming and outgoing
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transitions. For each pair, we initialize the number of times the pair has been traversed
to 0. For the implementation of instantiated states in the STS4 , we added an attribute
to this class that keeps track of the transition that led to this state. Then, whenever a
transition is traversed in a test run, we increment the number of visits to the transition
pair consisting of the previous transition of the origin state and the newly traversed
transition (if the origin state had a previous transition). With this addition, we have
all information needed to measure transition pair coverage and to design algorithms
that optimize this metric. Note that this measurement slightly increases the time and
memory costs of Axini’s STS annotation, but it is straightforward to add a configurable
toggle that can turn off this measurement to save these costs when only working with
transition coverage.
Local transition pair coverage strategy
The first new strategy that we implemented is the local transition pair coverage strategy.
This strategy looks at the enabled transitions and checks four properties in order of
preference:
1. If the enabled transitions contain transitions that covers a new pair (i.e., the
pair consisting of the previous transition and the potential next transition is
uncovered), then one of these transitions is picked at random.
2. Otherwise, if the enabled transitions contain a first transition of an uncovered
pair, one of these transitions is chosen at random.
3. If both properties above are not satisfied, the strategy falls back to the local
transition coverage strategy. That is, it picks an uncovered transition if there is
one.
4. If there is also no uncovered transition among the enabled transitions, then the
strategy picks any transition at random.
4

An instantiated state is a state in the STS that has been visited during a test run. The state is
instantiated with some values for the state variables.
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We show pseudocode for this strategy in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Local transition pair coverage testing strategy
Input: A list of enabled transitions that the test run can take next. Algorithm
also has access to the previousTransition that led to the current
state, and to transition (pair) coverage data.
Output: The next transition that the test run will take.
1 Function chooseNextTransition(enabledTransitions):
/* We prefer transitions that cover a new pair
*/
2
if previousTransition and one of enabledTransitions form an uncovered pair
then
3
return random element from
{x ∈ enabledTransitions | (previousTransition, x) is an uncovered pair}
4
else if enabledTransitions contains a first transition of an uncovered pair
then
/* Pick a first transition of an uncovered pair
*/
5
return random element from
{x ∈ enabledTransitions | x is the first transition of an uncovered pair}
6
else if enabledTransitions contains an uncovered transition then
/* Pick an uncovered transition
*/
7
return random element from {x ∈ enabledTransitions | x is uncovered}
8
else
/* Pick a random transition
*/
9
return random element from enabledTransitions
10
end
11 end
Global transition pair coverage strategy
The more sophisticated new strategy is heavily inspired by the global transition coverage strategy. We divided its pseudocode into two fragments. First, Algortihm 3
shows the main framework for the algorithm. It contains an important function call to
choosePath. That function implements the path finding algorithm that searches for
paths to uncovered pairs in the model; the pseudocode for that function is shown in
Algorithm 4.
This strategy extends the local transition pair coverage strategy in that it searches
for paths to uncovered pairs when none of the enabled transitions cover a new pair.
When such a path is found, it is saved in the cachedPath variable, and this path is
followed in its entirety before new paths are considered. If there is no path in the
cache anymore, it checks again whether any of the enabled transitions covers a new
pair. If so, that transition is taken (immediately increasing the transition pair coverage
percentage). Otherwise, the possible paths after the next transitions are considered.
When a path is found that ends in an uncovered pair, that path will be followed and
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is saved in the cache variable. The strategy starts with paths of length one and keeps
extending paths with a single transition, adding them to a queue of paths to consider.
This results in a breadth-first search, where the shortest path to an uncovered pair is
preferred. It keeps extending paths until a configurable timeout is reached, or until
such a path is found. The strategy also contains checks to ensure that paths do not
get stuck in a loop. This is done by checking whether the last transition on the path
does not appear earlier on the same path. If it does, then it was part of a covered pair,
and the covered pairs after that brought us back to the same state. In other words, the
current path contains an unnecessary loop.
Global transition pair coverage strategy with an optimization step
In Section 4 we will see that the global transition pair coverage strategy has a relatively
high runtime, especially for larger models. In an attempt to improve its efficiency, we
aimed to reduce the number of paths that the path finding algorithm considers. This
optimization step only affects the choosePath function. Its pseudocode is shown in
Algorithm 5, where the differences with Algorithm 4 are highlighted in red. For the
rest, this strategy still follows Algorithm 3.
When a new path needs to be chosen (i.e., when cachedPath is currently empty,
and when the next transitions do not cover new pairs), we create a set of seen pairs. We
extend paths and add the last pair on the path to this set. We then discard any paths
that end in a pair that has already been seen (as that means that there is a shorter
path to that pair that has been extended). Although this reduces the number of paths
considered by the strategy, we will see in Section 4 that this optimization step makes
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the strategy slightly faster, but for most models not significantly.
Algorithm 3: Global transition pair coverage testing strategy
Input: A list of enabled transitions that the test run can take next. Algorithm
has access to previous transition that led to current state, and to
transition pair coverage data.
Output: The next transition that the test run will take.
1 cachedPath ← nil
2 Function chooseNextTransition(enabledTransitions):
/* We prefer transitions on earlier paths we found
*/
3
if cachedPath 6= nil then
4
nextTransition ← first transition on cachedPath
5
cachedPath ← tail of cachedPath (part after nextTransition, can be nil)
6
return nextTransition
7
end
/* If we currently are not following a path, we prefer an
enabled transition that covers an uncovered pair
*/
8
if previousTransition and one of enabledTransitions form an uncovered pair
then
9
return random element from
{x ∈ enabledTransitions | (previousTransition, x) is an uncovered pair}
10
end
/* Search for a new path that ends in an uncovered pair
*/
11
chosenPath ← choosePath(enabledTransitions)
12
if chosenPath = nil then
/* No path was found, pick a random transition
*/
13
return random element from enabledTransitions
14
end
/* Cache new found path and return its first transition
*/
15
nextTransition ← first transition on chosenPath
16
cachedPath ← tail of chosenPath (part after nextTransition, can be nil)
17
return nextTransition
18 end
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Algorithm 4: Path finding algorithm without optimization
Input: A list of enabled transitions that the test run can take next. Algorithm
has access to transition pair coverage data, and to the STS model.
Output: A path that ends in an uncovered pair, or nil if no such path can be
found within the timeout.
1 Function choosePath(enabledTransitions):
/* Initialize enabled transitions as paths of length one
*/
2
paths ← [ ]
/* paths is a queue of potential paths */
3
foreach transition in enabledTransitions do
4
append [ transition ] to paths
5
end
6
deadline ← current time + timeout
7
while paths not empty do
8
if current time ≥ deadline then
/* Timeout has been reached and no path has been found */
9
return nil
10
end
11
potentialPath ← pop first from paths /* Removes path from queue */
/* If the path ends in an uncovered pair, follow it
*/
12
if last pair on potentialPath uncovered then
13
return potentialPath
14
else if potentialPath does not end in loop then
/* potentialPath ends in covered pair (or consists of a
single pair), add its extensions to the queue
*/
15
foreach outgoing transition of final state on potentialPath do
16
append potentialPath + [ transition ] to paths
17
end
18
Remove duplicate paths from paths that end in the same pair
19
end
20
end
21
return nil
22 end
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Algorithm 5: Path finding algorithm with optimization step
Input: A list of enabled transitions that the test run can take next. Algorithm
has access to transition pair coverage data, and to the STS model.
Output: A path that ends in an uncovered pair, or nil if no such path can be
found within the timeout.
1 Function choosePath(enabledTransitions):
/* Initialize enabled transitions as paths of length one
*/
2
paths ← [ ]
/* paths is a queue of potential paths */
3
foreach transition in enabledTransitions do
4
append [ transition ] to paths
5
end
6
deadline ← current time + timeout
7
seenPairs ← ∅
8
while paths not empty do
9
if current time ≥ deadline then
/* Timeout has been reached and no path has been found */
10
return nil
11
end
12
potentialPath ← pop first from paths /* Removes path from queue */
13
lastPair ← last pair on potentialPath
14
if lastPair in seenPairs then
/* Discard this path, as the last pair has already been
seen (i.e., there is a shorter path to this last
pair).
*/
15
continue
16
end
17
Add lastPair to seenPairs
/* If the path ends in an uncovered pair, follow it
*/
18
if last pair on potentialPath uncovered then
19
return potentialPath
20
else
/* potentialPath ends in covered pair (or consists of a
single pair), add its extensions to the queue
*/
21
foreach outgoing transition of final state on potentialPath do
22
append potentialPath + [ transition ] to paths
23
end
24
Remove duplicate paths from paths that end in the same pair
25
end
26
end
27
return nil
28 end
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Other optimizations
As the algorithms were quite slow, we used the StackProf5 Ruby profiler to find the bottlenecks of the implementations, which resulted in some small optimizations to Axini’s
codebase. First, we modified some uses of the data structures in the STS annotations.
Each time the coverage metric needed to be measured, the annotation would go through
all transition(s) (pairs) and count the number of them that had been covered more than
zero times. As large models can have many transition pairs, we modified the annotation
to keep track of covered transition pairs. That way, the coverage can be measured by
only looking at the length of that list compared to the size of the dictionary that keeps
track of all transition pairs.
While experimenting, we also noticed that for some large models, after some large
number of steps we kept hitting the time-out (as longer and longer paths needed to
be considered to find an uncovered pair). This essentially meant that the strategy had
fallen back to the local transition coverage strategy, but taking a full second (that was
the time-out limit that we used) to choose a transition. To mitigate this, we added
a configurable attribute timeout limit to the global strategies (also to the global
transition strategy) that indicate that the local transition coverage strategy should be
used if the test run has reached the time-out more than timeout limit number of
times. Essentially, this means that after a certain amount of time of not finding new
useful paths, we switch to the local transition coverage strategy6 . With this addition,
we observed that our strategies became faster (as they do not hit timeouts after the
limit is reached), but at the cost of slower increases in transition pair coverage. We
consider further optimization possibilities when discussing future work in Section 5.

4

Results

In this section, we discuss the results of our new testing strategies, and we compare it
to Axini’s current testing strategies. To this end, we set up an experiment where we
apply all strategies mentioned in the previous section to five different models which we
introduce in Section 4.2. For each model, we created four graphs. Two graphs show the
transition coverage percentage plotted against the number of steps (i.e., the number of
times the strategy chose a transition) and against the runtime respectively, and the two
other graphs show the transition pair coverage percentage plotted against the number
of steps and the runtime. This way, we can analyze how many steps each strategy
needs to cover all transitions and transition pairs, and we can analyze the performance
of each strategy in terms of runtime.
5

https://github.com/tmm1/stackprof
Note that it does not make sense to switch to one of the global strategies, as the problem lies
in the fact that paths on which all transition pairs (and thus also all transitions) have been covered
become too long.
6
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4.1

Experiment preparation

Axini already had some functionality in place which we reused to set up our experiment.
They had a strategy profiler 7 that takes a list of strategies and a list of models as input.
It then creates two graphs per model that show the transition coverage percentage
plotted against the number of steps and against the runtime for all strategies. We
built upon this strategy profiler to also measure transition pair coverage of the models.
We extended its functionality in a modular way, so that more coverage criteria can be
profiled in the future without needing to modify the strategy profiler extensively. We
also added new functionality to the profiler that exports all uncovered transitions and
transition pairs to csv files at the end of a test run, which we mostly used for debugging
purposes. The files can, however, also be used to find weak spots in the strategies
to improve upon them. Finally, we had to prepare the models to apply our testing
strategies to.
Axini has a domain specific language, called the Axini Modeling Language (AML),
which can be used to write models (STSs). Axini’s existing strategy profiler came
with a set of four models which were used to profile the transition coverage for the
different strategies. We used these four models as a basis, but we simplified them
without changing their structure. Originally, the models contained behaviors, which are
nested STSs with a final state that can have an unobservable transition leading back
to the parent STS. Axini’s codebase needs quite some changes to allow the tracking
of transition pairs across behaviors. Due to time constraints, we decided to leave
the support for behaviors for future work. We replaced the unobservable transitions
by observable ones, which allowed us to get rid of behaviors without changing the
structure of the models. We also added a new model. In the next subsection, we will
touch upon the structure of and rationale behind each model. We will see that all
models have some configurable attributes (e.g., the number of states) which we had to
fine-tune. We wanted all models to be of a similar size for a fair comparison, and we
also wanted the models to be of reasonable size to avoid waiting too long for results. We
also aimed to make the models comparable in size or larger than some models used in
practice for Axini’s clients. We did all this with a trial-and-error approach, as our main
goal was to compare the existing strategies to the new transition-pair-driven strategies.
Our approach resulted in models consisting of a couple of hundred transitions and a
couple of thousand transition pairs. All models were also bigger in terms of number
of transitions and transition pairs than the models used for Axini’s clients (although
the models here are much simpler, as they only contain observable transitions and do
not contain behaviors). In the next subsection, we will see that some models have
a relatively small number of transition pairs, due to their structure requiring many
transitions to have more transition pairs. For future work, it would be interesting to
design experiments that test the limits of the strategies by increasing the model sizes
until the strategies cannot handle the models anymore (because they become too large
7

Note that the strategy profiler is actually a benchmark, and not a real profiler. We use this naming
convention, as that is how the benchmark is called in Axini’s codebase.
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to cover all transition pairs in a reasonable amount of time). The result of such an
experiment would be a set of benchmark models that can then be used for analyzing
other coverage criteria to keep improving test generation in AMP.
Note that the profiler essentially does one large test run through the model. For this
reason, all models have no ending states (i.e., all states have outgoing transitions). The
profiler has a configurable maximum number of steps after which the test run stops.
This number was also determined in a trial-and-error fashion; we set the maximum to
10.000 steps, which appeared to be a good trade-off between runtime and having enough
steps to cover complex models8 . The profiler does not have to do this many steps; it
stops as soon as all coverage metrics that are being profiled (in our case transition
coverage and transition pair coverage) have reached 100%.

4.2

Models

We discuss the five models we used in our experiment (starting with the four models
that Axini already had), and we analyze the results of the testing strategies for each
model. Note that although all models in this section are essentially LTSs (as we have
no constraints or updates), our algorithms also support plain STSs without behaviors.
Hourglass model
First, we have the hourglass model that can be seen in Figure 4. This model consists
of two sections: top states and bottom states. Inside the sections, each state has
transitions (choices) to all other states in the same section. The two sections are
connected by a single transition in both directions (‘?top’ and ‘?bottom‘).
8

With 10.000 steps, we can theoretically cover a maximum of 9.999 transition pairs (with each step,
we can cover at most one new pair). In practice, however, this number will be lower as for complex
models some pairs have to be traversed multiple times to cover new pairs.
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Figure 4: The hourglass model consists of two sections that are connected by a single
transition in both directions.
The challenge of this model is that a strategy can get stuck inside one of the sections
if it does not find the single transition to the other section, where more transition pairs
can be discovered. The number of states in each section is configurable; in Figure 4 we
see a small example with three states in each section. We ran the experiment with 17
states in each section, resulting in 546 different transitions and 8770 different transition
pairs. The results can be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
In Figure 5, we see that the global transition coverage strategy (which we from now
on will call the global transition strategy) is the fastest strategy and also the strategy
that requires the least number of steps to cover all transitions in the hourglass model.
All other strategies require roughly the same number of steps and the same amount of
time to cover all transitions.
Figure 6 shows that our three new strategies achieve almost full transition pair
coverage, whereas Axini’s current strategies do not even reach 75% coverage within
10.000 steps. This figure also shows that the local pair strategy suffices for this model,
as its performance in terms of steps and time is roughly equal to that of the global pair
strategies. This suggests that the global pair strategies often find local transitions that
immediately improve the transition pair coverage percentage, and that these strategies
thus do not need to expand long paths through the model to find uncovered pairs. The
new strategies need about 30 seconds to find almost all pairs, after which it slows down
in finding new pairs.
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(a) Transition coverage against steps.

(b) Transition coverage against runtime.

Figure 5: Transition coverage for the hourglass model with 17 states in each section,
resulting in a total of 34 states, 546 transitions, and 8770 transition pairs.

(a) Transition pair coverage against steps.

(b) Transition pair coverage against runtime.

Figure 6: Transition pair coverage for the hourglass model with 17 states in each section,
resulting in a total of 34 states, 546 transitions, and 8770 transition pairs.
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Tree model
Next, we have the tree model that can be seen in Figure 7. This is a complete binary
tree, where each state (except the leaf states) have two transitions to two child states.
Each leaf state has two transitions that go back to the root state. Note that at level i
(counting from 1) a binary tree has 2i−1 states. If the tree has a total of n levels, that
means we have 20 + 21 + . . . + 2n−1 = 2n − 1 states.

Figure 7: The tree model is a binary tree where the leafs have transitions that go back
to the root.
The challenge of this model is that a strategy needs to be able to find paths that
reach the deeper states to cover the pairs around those states. The number of outgoing
transitions for each state, and the number of levels are configurable; in Figure 7 we see
an example with two outgoing transitions for each state and with three levels. We ran
the experiment twice on this model. First, we ran it with 10 levels and two outgoing
transitions, resulting in a total of 210 − 1 = 1023 states, 2046 transitions, and 4092
transition pairs9 . The results for transition pair coverage can be seen in Figure 8. We
omitted the figure for the transition coverage, as it did not contain new insights that
cannot be derived from Figure 8.
In this figure, we see that in 10.000 steps none of the strategies were able to cover all
transition pairs, although the three global strategies (two of our new ones, and Axini’s
old global transition strategy) do cover more pairs than the local strategies and the
random strategy. In Figure 8b we also see that our two new global strategies require
about 40 seconds less than Axini’s global transition strategy to cover the same number
of pairs. These figures also show that for the tree model, the strategies do need to
consider paths through the model to cover new pairs. The shape of the lines in the
figures suggest that with more steps, all pairs would be covered. This hypothesis is
confirmed by Figure 9, which is the result of running the same experiment with 25.000
steps instead of 10.000 steps. We only profiled the global transition strategy and the
global transition pair strategy with an optimization step, as these were the strategies
that perform best for this model according to Figure 8. We see that our new strategy
9

This model is an example of one that requires many transitions to get more transition pairs; the
hourglass required roughly a quarter of the transitions to get double the number of transition pairs.
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covers all transition pairs in about 15 minutes, whereas Axini’s current best strategy
needs about 50 minutes to do 25.000 steps, after which it has not even covered all pairs.

(a) Transition pair coverage against steps.

(b) Transition pair coverage against runtime.

Figure 8: Transition pair coverage for the tree model with 10 levels and two outgoing
transitions, resulting in a total of 1023 states, 2046 transitions, and 4092 transition
pairs.
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(a) Transition pair coverage against steps.

(b) Transition pair coverage against runtime.

Figure 9: Transition pair coverage for the tree model with 10 levels and two outgoing
transitions, resulting in a total of 1023 states, 2046 transitions, and 4092 transition
pairs. Only profiled the global transition strategy and global transition pair strategy
with optimization step for 25.000 steps instead of the usual 10.000.
We also ran the experiment on a smaller version of the model, consisting of 9 levels
with two outgoing transitions, resulting in 29 − 1 = 511 states, 1022 transitions, and
2044 transition pairs. The results can be seen in Figures 10 and 11. We again see that
our new global strategies are the only strategies that achieve full transition pair coverage
on this model (the purple line is hidden behind the orange line). It takes roughly two
minutes to cover all pairs. Although the global transition strategy covers roughly 80%
of all pairs — taking about 5 minutes to do so — Figure 10 does show that it covers all
transitions quite fast. This also clarifies why it performs badly on the transition pair
coverage. Very soon during the test run, the strategy will have covered all transitions
already. It then will keep searching for a path that ends in an uncovered transition,
but it will fail to find such a path. The time-out is then hit, and the strategy picks
a transition at random. Essentially, after covering all transitions the global transition
strategy falls back to the random strategy.
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(a) Transition coverage against steps.

(b) Transition coverage against runtime.

Figure 10: Transition coverage for the tree model with 9 levels and two outgoing transitions, resulting in 511 states, 1022 transitions, and 2044 transition pairs.

(a) Transition pair coverage against steps.

(b) Transition pair coverage against runtime.

Figure 11: Transition pair coverage for the tree model with 9 levels and two outgoing
transitions, resulting in 511 states, 1022 transitions, and 2044 transition pairs.
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Clusters model
The clusters model can be seen in Figure 12. This model consists of a number of states,
where each state represents a cluster where the strategy can get stuck in. Each state
has outgoing transitions to all other states, but can get stuck in the self-loops that each
state has.

Figure 12: The clusters model consists of a configurable number of states (representing
clusters), where each state has a configurable number of loops to itself, and each state
has transitions to all other states.
The challenge of this model is to not get stuck in the self-loops, so that a strategy can
also cover pairs in other clusters. The number of states (i.e., the number of clusters),
and the number of self-loops per state are configurable; in Figure 12 we have three
states and two self-loops per state. We ran the experiment with 10 clusters, and 20
self-loops per cluster, resulting in 10 states, 290 transitions, and 8410 transition pairs.
We omit the figures for the transition coverage, as the only information they contain
is that the global transition strategy needs less than 500 steps to cover all transitions,
whereas the other strategies need 1000 - 2000 steps to cover the transitions. However,
these differences are negligible when looking at the runtime. This is expected, as our
new strategies will spend more steps in a single cluster to cover all pairs in this cluster
before continuing to a next cluster. The results for the transition pair coverage are
shown in Figure 13.
We again see that our new strategies are able to cover all transition pairs in a
reasonable amount of time (in this case 30 seconds), whereas Axini’s current strategies
cover less than 75% of the transition pairs in more than 10 times the amount of time that
our new strategies needed. This again results from the fact that the global transition
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strategy falls back to the random strategy when all transitions have been covered (which
happens quite fast). Further, we see that the local transition pair coverage strategy
performs the same as the global pair strategies; the red and purple lines are hidden
behind the orange lines, we deduced this from the empty csv files that contain the
uncovered transition pairs for each strategy.

(a) Transition pair coverage against steps.

(b) Transition pair coverage against runtime.

Figure 13: Transition pair coverage for the clusters model with 10 clusters and 20
self-loops per cluster, resulting in 10 states, 290 transitions, and 8410 transition pairs.
Sieve model
The sieve model can be seen in Figure 14. This model consists of several states, where
each state has many transitions back to start, but has only one transition that goes to
the next state.
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Figure 14: The sieve model consists of multiple levels (states). Each level has numerous
transitions back to the start, but has only one transition forward to the next level.
The challenge of this model is for a strategy to find paths to the deeper parts
of the model to cover transition pairs there. The number of levels and the number
of transitions back to start are configurable; in Figure 14 we have three levels and
four transitions back to start per level. We ran the experiment with 30 levels and 20
transitions back to start for each level, resulting in 31 states, 630 transitions, and 1229
transition pairs. The results are shown in Figures 15 and 16.
In Figure 15 we see that only the three global strategies are able to find all transitions
in the model. They all need the same number of steps for this, but Axini’s current global
transition strategy is much faster than our new strategies. Further, Figure 15b shows
the fruit of our optimization step for our global pair strategy; by discarding useless
paths sooner in the algorithm, we consider fewer paths, resulting in an algorithm that
is roughly twice as fast in covering all transitions and all transition pairs. Note that the
plots of transition coverage are identical to the plots of transition pair coverage. This
suggests that in this model, transition coverage percentage roughly equals transition
pair coverage percentage. For such a model, Axini’s current global transition strategy
performs much better than our new strategies, as it runs about four times as fast as
our global pair coverage with optimization step.
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(a) Transition coverage against steps.

(b) Transition coverage against runtime.

Figure 15: Transition coverage for the sieve model with 30 levels and 20 transitions
back to start for each level, resulting in 31 states, 630 transitions, and 1229 transition
pairs.

(a) Transition pair coverage against steps.

(b) Transition pair coverage against runtime.

Figure 16: Transition pair coverage for the sieve model with 30 levels and 20 transitions
back to start for each level, resulting in 31 states, 630 transitions, and 1229 transition
pairs.
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Choices model
Finally, we discuss our addition to Axini’s set of strategy profiler models. We wanted
to create a simple model with many transition pairs. To this end, we created a chain
of states, where each state has many different transitions to the next state. The final
state in the chain has a single transition going back to the initial state. The resulting
model can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: The choices model consists of a chain of states, where each state has the
same number of transitions to the next state. The last state has a single transition
back to the initial state.
The number of states and the number of transitions to next states are configurable;
in Figure 17 we have five states and four transitions between states. We ran the experiment with ten states and 30 transitions between states, resulting in 271 transitions
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and 7260 transition pairs. We omit the transition coverage results, as all strategies
find all transitions quite fast (with Axini’s current global transition strategy being the
fastest). The results for the transition pair coverage are shown in Figure 18. We see
that our new strategies are the only strategies that achieve full transition pair coverage.
The local pair strategy is faster than the global strategies, which means that for this
model it suffices to locally optimize the transition pair coverage. When no new pairs
can be covered directly, but some enabled transition is the first of an uncovered pair,
the global strategies have some overhead in expanding paths of length 1 to paths of
length 2, whereas the local strategy picks that transition immediately. That explains
why the local strategy is faster for this model. We also observe the same behavior for
the transition-coverage-driven strategies as before; they cover all transitions quite fast,
after which they fall back to the random strategy.

(a) Transition pair coverage against steps.

(b) Transition pair coverage against runtime.

Figure 18: Transition pair coverage for the choices model with 10 states and 30 transitions between states, resulting in 271 transitions and 7260 transition pairs.

5

Discussion and future work

We saw that our results depended a lot on the structure of the models that we tested
on. For models where full transition coverage was reached quickly, the comparison
of the different strategies was not completely fair, as the transition-coverage-driven
strategies fall back to the random strategy when there are no uncovered transitions
left. That means that it is logical that these strategies achieve a low transition pair
coverage in the long run for such models. The results do, however, show that our new
strategies are valuable when the objective is to cover transition pairs (which, according
to Briand et al. [2] and Moraes et al. [8], is a good objective for finding faults in SUTs).
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From the sieve model we deduced that our strategy’s best use case is models that still
have many uncovered transition pairs after covering all transitions. If we have a model
(like the sieve model) where transition coverage percentage and transition pair coverage
percentage are roughly equal, then Axini’s current global transition strategy is a better
choice, as it will cover all transition pairs in less time than our new strategies.
We advise model based testing users to first decide on the coverage metric they want
to optimize. This boils down to a trade-off of efficiency (in terms of runtime) and faultdetection capability. Literature shows that transition pair coverage has better faultdetection than transition coverage, but at a higher cost [2, 8]. This trade-off has to be
made in regard to each model. For modeling safety-critical software, we would generally
prefer good fault-detection, which means we should choose the transition pair coverage
metric. For less critical software, we might prefer the efficiency of transition coverage.
Our global transition pair coverage strategy with an optimization step performs best
for transition pair coverage, whereas Axini’s current global transition coverage strategy
performs best for transition coverage. It would also be good to analyze the model
beforehand and determine whether transition coverage percentage is roughly equal to
transition pair coverage percentage (as was the case with the sieve model). For such
models, regardless of the chosen coverage metric, we should opt for Axini’s global
transition strategy.
Future work
There is a lot of room for future work in this area. First (as mentioned before), we can
modify Axini’s codebase to be able to measure transition pair coverage for behaviors.
Then, our strategies can also support behaviors. This modification boils down to keeping track of the state to return to after the final state of the behavior; the final state
needs to have this information.
Also, in the future benchmark models can be created that test the limits of the
current strategies empirically. We can then apply the strategy profiler to these models and analyze the uncovered pairs and uncovered transitions (recall that we added
functionality for that). This information should expose weaknesses in the strategies for
which we can try to find remedies.
Another possibility to improve our new strategies, is to add some heuristics to the
path selection. Currently, the algorithm returns the first path it finds that ends in an
uncovered pair (resulting in a breadth-first search). We could, for example, try to keep
track of such paths in a list, and select the best path based on some heuristic score
(e.g., prefer paths that lead to states with a lower percentage of covered pairs in that
state). An important question that needs to be addressed for such an attempt is how
many paths we should find before deciding (based on heuristics) which path is best. It
is probably not feasible to consider all paths that end in an uncovered pair. A possible
solution is to set some timeout for finding paths, after which the best path is chosen.
Finally, we implemented our extensions to the strategy profiler in a modular way,
so that experiments like these can be done for other coverage metrics (e.g., the def-use
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pairs metric seemed like a good candidate for such an experiment).

6

Conclusion

We discussed the concept of Model-Based Testing (MBT) and how Axini uses their
Axini Modeling Platform (AMP) and Axini Modeling Language (AML) to bring MBT
to industry. We discussed the aim of MBT to automate the testing process by automatically generating test cases from a formal model that describes the specification of
some SUT. Further, we discussed how we can represent such a model as an LTS and
as an STS. Then, we analyzed how test cases are generated from STSs and how we
can use coverage metrics to measure how good test suites are. We discussed different
coverage metrics, and we explained the role of algorithms, called testing strategies, that
search for traces in an STS to generate test cases. In general, these strategies are driven
by some coverage metric. Based on the works of Briand et al. [2] and Moraes et al.
[8], we decided to implement testing strategies that optimize transition pair coverage.
Their works show that transition pair coverage is a great metric for finding faults in
SUTs (significantly better than transition coverage). They created large random test
sets and ensured that the metrics they analyzed were achieved by these test sets. This
means that they did not implement a testing strategy that is driven by the metrics,
which leads us to our main contribution. We designed two testing strategies (and an
optimization step to one of the strategies) that performs better than Axini’s current
strategies when it comes to covering all transition pairs in a model. Our testing strategies are online algorithms that derive test cases from models represented by STSs in a
way that optimizes the transition pair coverage metric.
With this, all our research questions have been answered. A short survey of coverage
metrics is discussed in Section 2.4, Axini’s current testing strategies are based on transition coverage and are discussed in Section 3.1, and we improved test generation from
STS models for Axini by focusing on the transition pair coverage metric and designing
new testing strategies that optimize this metric.
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A

Industrial and academic reflection

With internships like these, it is often the challenge to find a good balance between
academic contributions and contributions for the company. Sometimes it seems as if
the academic world is far away from the industrial world. Companies like Axini, who
apply cutting-edge academic theory in industrial settings, are building bridges between
these two worlds and are bringing them closer together. This can be seen from the
fact that I got quite a lot of freedom in choosing the direction of the internship, and
that it felt more like a research project than doing a job for a company. Of course,
when actually working for a company, it is important to provide direct value for the
company, which often is done by fulfilling client requests. Clients are usually not waiting
for a theoretical research paper, even if the theory is very useful for the product that
they are buying. We can draw an analogy to the way money is distributed across
different research areas in society: we often see that fundamental research (e.g., pure
mathematics or logic) do not get as much funding as research areas with more direct
applications (e.g., artificial intelligence). Humans seem to prefer short-term results.
To also reflect on applying study contents in industrial settings, the main component
that I learned during my studies and that was particularly helpful for this internship,
was academic reading and writing. During studies, we needed to read many papers.
This developed my abstract reasoning abilities, allowing me to understand the research
papers discussed in this report faster. One of the main differences between university
and the industrial environment, is that in industry there is no right answer. Where
university gives us assignments with a right answer (perhaps multiple right answers
if we have to implement software for an assignment), in industry there is not a clear
direction to work towards. I noticed this especially in the process of choosing a coverage
metric to optimize. I kept finding new papers with different coverage metrics, and I
kept changing directions because of that. I was not taught at university that in the real
world, there is not always a right answer or a clear direction to solve a problem.
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